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Ansrru.cr

The Chilas complex contains accessory and segregated spinels that display a complete
range from Cr-poor pleonaste through Al-Fe3*-rich chromite to Cr-poor magnetite. Mi-
croprobe data reveal complete ranges for the Crl(Cr + Al) and Fe3+/R3+ ratios, whereas
the Mg/(Mg + Fe2*) ratio ranges from 0.7 to 0.0; the former two ratios increase as the
latter decreases. Grain to grain compositional variation within a thin section is common.
It is particularly drastic in tiny spinel grains and is mainly because of subsolidus reequi-
libration with adjacent grains of olivine, pyroxenes, and amphibole. Many samples also
contain aluminum chromium spinel with blebs and lamellae of exsolved Fe3*-rich spinel.
The exsolved grains define a complete solvus, the shape of which is similar to those of
other documented examples of exsolved spinels in the system (Mg-Fe'zt)Fe3*rOo-(MB-
Fe'zt)CrrOo-(Mg-Fe2*)AlrOo. Exsolution probably took place during cooling at <600 "C.

INrnonucrror.t

The Chilas complex occupies the lower part of the Ko-
histan magmatic arc. The complex extends east to west
for more than 300 km between Nanga Parbat and the
Pakistan-Afghanistan border, and it attains a maximum
width of 40 km (Fig. l). It was described in considerable
detail by Jan et al. (1984) and Khan et al. (1989, and
other references therein). It is predominantly composed
of gabbronorite (with minor anorthosite and pyroxenite
layers) and subordinate hlpersthene-quartz diorites, col-
lectively termed the principal gabbronorite association
(PGA) (Khan et al., 1989). These rocks contain plagio-
clase of andesine-labradorite composition but are devoid
of olivine. Emplaced in these rocks are veins, dikes, and
lensoid bodies (l m'? to 5 km'z) of the ultramafic-mafic-
anorrhosite (uMA) associarion (Jan et al., 1984). This
consists ofdunite, peridotite (+ pyroxenes + hornblende
+ plagioclase), troctolite, gabbronorite, gabbro, anortho-
site, and mafic pegmatites. These commonly contain ol-
ivine and are characterized by the presence ofa very cal-
cic plagioclase (Anro_nr).

Layering is locally seen in the PGA, whereas the UMA
association displays many excellent sedimentary deposi-
tional features (e.g., size and mineral-graded layering, as
well as rhythmic and phase layering, truncation of earlier
by later layers, cross bedding, slump folding, syndeposi-
tional faulting, and brecciation).

To supplement earlier chemical analyses of mafic min-
eral concentrates (Jan and Howie, 1980, 1982), we have
performed thousands of spot analyses on the minerals in
several dozen thin sections of the Chilas complex. This
paper presents new data on chromium aluminum ferric

iron spinels from the complex. Analytical techniques were
described in Khan et al. (1989) and Jan and Windley
(1990). Total Fe was determined as FeO, and recalcula-
tion to FeO and FerO. was carried out by assuming RO:
R,O, stoichiometry. In this paper Mg' : 100 Mg/(Mg +
p":+1, Cr' : 100 Crl(Cr + Al), Fe3t' : 100 Fe3+/R3+.

Oxron pHASES IN THE Crrrr-as coMPLEx

Oxide phases occur in accessory amounts (l-30lo) in
most rocks of the complex and rarely exceed 50/0. A fea-
ture of the accessory spinel in the UMA association is
that it is invariably found in very tiny grains interstitially
and as inclusions in the silicate phases. The UMA asso-
ciation contains chromium spinel as streaks and thin lay-
ers (mostly <3 cm) and lenses less than half a meter
across. No chromite segregations of commercial interest
have been found in the complex.

The Chilas oxides are variable in composition like those
of the plutonic rocks and xenoliths in the Lesser Antilles
(especially Grenada) and Aleutian island arcs (Arculus,
1978; Arculus and Wills, 1980; Conrad and Kay, 1984;
DeBari et al., 1987). The PGA contains magnetite-ilmen-
ite pairs but no aluminum chromium spinels. The UMA
association, on the other hand, contains a variety ofthe
spinel group minerals: (l) aluminum chromium ferric iron
spinel in segregations, as an accessory mineral in peri-
dotites, troctolites, and gabbroic rocks, and rarely in an-
orthosites, (2) ilmenite + magnetite accompanying the
chromium aluminum spinel in a few cases, and (3) pleo-
naste (Mg' 4l-70), typically depleted in Cr and Fe3*, in
orthopyroxene-hornblende coronas resulting from oliv-
ine-calcic plagioclase reaction. In the following we pre-
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Fig. 1. Simplified location map showing the Chilas complex
with reference to the Cretaceous Kohistan island arc. UMA :
ultramafic-mafic-anorthosite association; MMT : main mantle
thrust; MKT : main Karakoram thrust.

sent microprobe anall'tical data on the aluminum chro-
mium ferric iron spinels only. From here on, all
compositions with Fe3*' > 50 and Mg' < 20 are referred
to as magnetite.

MrNnnLr- CHEMISTRy oF THE sprNELS
The Chilas spinels are characterized by a great diversity

of composition. Cr' and Fe3*' span the entire range (0-
100), whereas Mg' ranges from 70 to 0. Plots of the anal-
yses (not presented here) show that the former two in-
crease as the latter decreases. Chemical heterogeneity is
found in diferent samples with diferent mineral conrent.
Within the limits of a thin section there may be substan-
tial variations, especially in the tiny grains ofthe acces-
sory spinel. In summary three types of variation have
been observed:

Exsolution

Aluminum chromium spinel with blebs, lamellae, and
rods of exsolved magnetite can be identified at high mag-
nification (Fig. 2). In some thin sections the exsolved
magnetite occurs in distinct grains either along edges or
along fractures in the spinel grains. In one unusual
chromitite, greenish brown chromite grains contain trails
of exsolved blebs that are identical in composition to the
magnetite occupying the interstices of the chromite grains
(Fig. 3). A spinel-magnetite association of this type is a
typical product ofexsolution ofhomogeneous grains dur-
ing cooling or metamorphism. Many of the exsolution
features in the Chilas spinels are identical to those de-
scribed from the Giant Nickel mine, British Columbia
(Muir and Naldrett, 1973), Fiskenaesset Complex,
Greenland (Steele et al., 1977), Tugela Rand Complex,
South Africa (Eales et al., 1988), and Red Lodge, Mon-
tana (Loferski and Lipin, 1983). Like the last two ex-
amples, the Chilas host and exsolved spinels also show
exsolution on a very fine scale (Fig. 4), suggesting a com-
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Fig. 2. Backscattered electron image showing exsolution of
spinels into Fe3*-rich (gray-SF) and Al-rich (dark gray-SA)
compositions. Both contain the same 100 CrlR3* (-32), but
there is considerable variation in Al/Fe3* ratio in each, reflected
in various shades ofgray and dark gray. The exsolution is in the
form of coarse blebs and lamellae. Whitish areas are olivine (Ol)
and pyroxenes (Px).

plex exsolution history. Our microprobe analyses are,
however, for the bulk compositions without considering
this fine-scale exsolution, which is not discussed further
in this paper.

The exsolved magnetite and host spinel vary in com-
position in different samples and, to a lesser extent, in
different grains within a thin section (Table l). The vari-
ation, however, is systematic and the Cr-Al-Fe3* plots of
the analyses apparently define a complete solvus (Fig. 5).
This solws, limited by the analyzed pairs, represents half
reversal of a reaction of the type ABss : Ar, + Br.; evi-
dence for full reversal is lacking. Many samples contain
one spinel phase, the analyses of which fall close to the
solvus. These place an upper Cr limit on the solvus at
100 CrlR3t of about 40.5. Note that, as in other areas,
the tie lines of the exsolved pairs are generally parallel to
the Al-Fe3* join. The solvus resembles the 600 "C iso-
thermal section of chromium aluminum ferric iron spi-
nels calculated by Sack and Ghiorso (199 I , their Fig. 2l).
But the considerable variation in the composition of the
accessory spinel grains within short distances and the

KOHISTAN ARC



1076 JAN ET AL.: EXSOLUTION IN SPINELS

Fig. 3. Chrome-rich spinel (Sp) grains containing trails of
exsolved magnetite (Mt) blebs. Some exsolved magnetite, which
is compositionally identical to that in blebs, occupies interstices
between spinel grains. The spinel grains are unzoned; the light
color ofthe margins and elsewhere is probably due to thinning
during grinding. (Plane polarized light.)

presence of very fine exsolution textures within the
exsolved spinels suggest that the Chilas spinels may have
exsolved over a wide range of temperature. In several
chromitite samples, spinels appear to be unexsolved and
do not vary in composition from grain to grain. Olivine-
spinel geothermometry in these chromitites suggests tem-
peratures of 650-570 'C (Engi, 1983; Sack and Ghiorso,
l99l). Since these spinels lie above the solvus in Figure
6 and since the solvus expands with falling temperature,
exsolution in the Chilas spinels might have continued to
considerably lower temperatures. Temperature estimates
for the accessory spinel-olivine pairs were not determined
because of variation in the composition of spinel, but
application of Turnock and Eugster's (1962) data sug-
gests that exsolution may have continued to temperatures
as low as 500 "C.

The Chilas solvus is very similar to the solvi construct-
ed for exsolved, coexisting spinel-magnetite pairs from
Fiskenaesset Complex, Greenland (Steele et al., 1977),
Red Lodge, Montana (the coarsely exsolved type of Lo-
ferski and Lipin, 1983), Miyamori Complex, Japan (Oza-

Fig. 4. Backscattered electron image of Al-rich spinel (SA)
showing exsolution ofFe-rich spinel (SF). A second stage exso-
lution on a finer grained scale is seen in the two spinel grains in
upper and lower parts ofthe photomicrograph. Associated sili-
cate grains are olivine (Ol).

wa, 1988), and Tugela Rand intrusion, South Africa (Eales
et al., 1988). In all these, the miscibility gap narrows and
the existing compositions approach each other as their Cr
content increases. Coexisting, exsolved oxide pairs from
the western Sierra Nevada (Springer, 197 4), Giant Nickel
mine, British Columbia (Muir and Naldrett, 1973), and
Carr Boyd complex, Western Australia (Purvis et a1., 1972)
also plot along the Chilas solvus; however, the solvi for
the pairs from Kusa, Sweden (Zakrzewski, 1989) and the
finely exsolved type from Red Lodge (Loferski and Lipin,
1983) are somewhat different. Such differences are con-
sidered essentially to reflect differences in thermal histo-
ries and extent of deformation (cf. Eales et al., 1988; Frost,
personal communication).

Grain to grain variation

This variation is less pronounced in the segregated spi-
nel and exsolved magnetite, but is particularly extensive
in tiny grains of aluminum chromium spinel in some pe-
ridotites (Fig. 7A). An important aspect of such spinels
is that, despite this variation, their plots fall along or close
to the solvus. This is particularly true of a layered peri-
dotite with streaky chromite bands in which 14 analyses
plot along the Cr-rich portion of the solvus (Fig. 7B). Five
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TaBLE 1. Representative microprobe analyses of aluminum chromium ferric iron spinels and amphiboles

I  9  1 0  1 1 1 2  1 3  1 4
cH889 CH889 CH889 CH889 CH889 1K981 6143 K62 K62 K62 K62 K74 K76 K76

Sample E H(4) H E ( 2 1 H E (3) (3) (4)

sio,
Tio,
Alr03
CrrO"
FerO3
FeO
MnO
Mgo
Nio
CaO
Naro

Total

0.32 0.1 1 0.42 0.19 0.37 0.27
2.11 0.14 7.58 1.33 4.24 0.95
4.05 41 .45 10.83 20.53 6.13 16.94

14.49 17 .44 22.93 28.60 21.62 36.99
45.55 7.09 17.67 15.40 31 80 14.30
29.65 23.42 34.02 26.62 31.25 20.91
0.35 0.33 0.60 0.14 0.62 0.57
1.14 9.57 3.06 6.05 3.09 8.39
0.43 0.28 0.06 0.00 0.03 0.17

0.22 0.21 0.00 0.26 0.21
1.65 0.00 0.05 0.21 0.04

11 .07 51 .33 0.71 34.59 60.1 1
31 .09 10.07 8.12 21.27 3.79
25.24 4.78 57.90 9.89 214
26.01 17 .64 27 .16 24.09 16.92
0.17 0.28 0.00 0.23 0.16
5.16 14.49 204 8.62 16.28
o.28 0.35 0.00 0.16 0.20

99.85

0.01
0.00
1.86
0.08
0.04
0.37
0.00
0.64
0.00

0.37 43.35 42.89
1 . 3 8  0 . 1 7  1 . 1 4
1.74 14.29 13.50

23.83 0.06 0.85
42.68 3.31 2.66
29.40 3.91 3.97
0.39 0.14 0.01
1 .41 16.79 16.84
0 .13

12.56 12.71
2.76 2.67

101.33 97.34 97.24

0.01
0.04
0.07
0.69
1. '17
0.90
0.01
0.08
0.00

6.21 6.16
0.02 0.12
2.41 2.29
0.01 0.10
0.36 0.29
o.47 0.48
0.02 0.00
3.58 3.61

99.83

0.00
0.00
1.43
0.40
0 . 1 6
0.57
0.01
o.42
0.01

si
Ti
AI
Cr
Fe"*
Fe2*
Mn
Mg
Ni
Ca
Na

98.09

0.01
0.06
0 1 8
0.43
1.28
0.93
0 0 1
0.06
0.01

97.17

0.01
0.20
0.45
0.64
047
1.O2
0.02
0.16
0.00

s&70 sgrs sg.ag roo-eg egls stgg gs3z
Cations per 4 O atoms tor spinels and 23 O atoms tor amphiboles

0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01
0.03 0.11 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.01
0.80 0 26 0.65 0.45 1.67 0.03 1.24
0.75 0.62 0.96 0.84 0.22 0.25 0.51
0.38 0.86 0.35 0.65 0.10 1 .71 0.23
0.74 0.94 0.57 0.75 0.41 0.89 0.61
0.00 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00
0.30 0j7 0.41 0.26 0 59 0.12 0.39
0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01

65.3 11 .6 88.5
26  1  59 .4  11 .8
43.5 |  1.0 ' t2.6

23j  84.0 1.6
33.5 4.9 85.8

29.2 4.1 90.2
39.0 63.2 7.8
25.9 4.O 35.5
62.7 93.9 3.9
11.4 2.0 60.6

1 .93  1 .96
0.77 0.74

Cr' 70.6
Mg' 6.4
Cr 22.7
At 9.5
Fe3* 67.9

21.9 58.7 48.4 70.s 59.4
42.1 13.5 28.9 15.3 41.8
20 3 41.0 38.9 35.6 48.9
71.9 28.8 41.5 14.9 33.3
7 .8 30.1 19 7 49 4 17.9

Note-.Analyses 1-12 arc spinels, whereas 13 and 14 are amphiboles. H : host; E: exsolved. Average analyses are indicated by numbers in
parentheses. CH889 : chromite layered peridotite; 1, 2, 3 from tire peridotite layer; 4 and 5 from a chromitite streak. 1K981 and 6143 : chromitites.
kOZ and K76 : peridotites. K74 :bunite. Analysis 13 : amphibole away from spinel grains; analysis 14 : amphibole adjacent to a spinel grain. This

contains 0.05 wt% KrO, giving 0.01 in formula

representative analyses of this sample (CH889) are pre-
sented in Table I to show the compositional variation.

The variation in the spinels is most likely the result of
reaction with adjacent silicate grains. Composition pro-
files in pyroxenes, hornblende, and olivine support this
conclusion and suggest diftrsion of Cr to the silicates.
Some discrete spinel $ains that probably were situated

Fe3+
Fig. 6. The system (Mg-Fe2*)Fe3*.Oo-(Mg-Fe'?*)CrrOo-(Mg-

Fe'?*)AlrOo with the position of solvi for spinel pairs from dif-
ferent areas: I : finely unmixed arrd 2 : coarsely unmired spi-
nels from Red Lodge, Montana (Loferski and Lipin, l9B3); 3 :

Fiskenaesset (Steele et al., 1977);4 : Chilas (this study); 5 :

Miyamori, Japan (Ozawa, 1988); 6 : Tugela Rand, South Africa
(Eales et al., 1988). Fe3* for no. 6 : Fe3* * 2Ti. Coexisting
spinels reported by Muir and Naldrett (1973), Purvis et al. (1972),

and Springer (1974) plot in the region occupied by solvi 3-6.

AI

.SEGREGATED CHROMITE . ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS
a TROCTOLITE * GABBRO & ANORTHOSITE

Fig. 5. Fe3*-Cr-Al plots of the spinels from Chilas. In four
analyses ofthe exsolved spinels, Ti was added to Fe3*. Tie lines
have been drawn between exsolved pairs. Analyses displaying
minor variations (i.e., Cr' and Fe3*' < 5) within a sample were
averaged to avoid overcrowding.

.  , ' - ' \ .  \
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AI
Fe3+

Fig. 7. (A) Extent of variation in the composition of the Chi-
las spinels in nine thin sections. Tie lines connect analyses within
a thin section. Exsolved Fe3*-rich compositions are not shown.
In zoned grains the margins are more aluminous than the cores.
(B) Variation in spinel compositions in 14 analyses within a thin
section of a layered peridotite containing streaky bands of chro-
mite. All the spinel analyses from this sample plot on the solvus.
Representative analyses from this sample (CH889) are presented
in Table l.

along the plagioclase-olivine interfaces are now incorpo-
rated in orthopyroxene-hornblende-pleonaste coronas.
These spinels have lower CrlAl ratios than those grains
away from the coronas. These became impoverished in
Cr in favor ofthe hornblende developed in the coronas
(Table l, analyses 13, l4). Thus the grain to grain vari-
ability mostly appears to be due to Cr loss, ultimately
leading to another generation ofpleonaste.

Zoning

Some zoned grains have cores that generally contain
higher Cr and margins that have higher Al; reverse rela-
tions are noted rarely. Ozawa (1988) recorded similar zo-
nation in spinels of the Miyamori Complex. These zoned
spinel grains probably resulted from diftrsion of Cr to the
adjacent silicate phases, as was the case in grain to grain
variation. Minor chlorite and serpentine are associated
with zoned spinel in a few rocks. Thus, some zoning in
the spinels may be due to alteration. But the outer zones
in the Chilas spinels evolve toward pleonaste and thus
are different from ferritchromite, which commonly forms
the outer zones ofaltered chrome spinel and is enriched
in Fe (Onyeagocha, 1974; Bliss and Macl-ean, 1975; Ah-
med and Hall, l98l; Jan and Windley, 1990).

The TiO, content of the samples ranges from 0.0 to
7 .60/obut mostly from 0.I to 2.0o/o. Except for some mag-
netite analyses, Ti shows a positive correlation with Fe3*
and Cr and a negative correlation with Al. The MnO
content ranges from 0.0 to 0.60/0. Mn increases with Fer*

and Cr and decreases with Al. It shows an increase with
Fe3* in spinels containing magnetite component <40o/o,
and it decreases in those containing higher magnetite con-
tents. These observations suggest that there is Mn2+-Fe2+
substitution rather than Mn3* substitution for Cr or Fe3*
or both.

DrscussroN AND coNcLUSIoN

The Chilas complex contains a variety of oxide phases.
The chromium aluminum ferric iron oxides display a
complete range in composition from Cr-poor pleonaste
to Cr-poor magnetite through chromite with a maximum
of 39 wo/o CrrOr. In many thin sections initially homo-
geneous spinel has systematically exsolved to aluminum
chromium spinel host and a magnetite guest, and these
pairs define a complete sohus in the system (Mg-
Fe2*)Fe3*rOo-(Mg,Fe'z*)CrrOr-(Mg-Fe,*)AlrOo. This sol-
vus is similar to those documented, albeit rarely, else-
where. The Chilas spinels also show considerable varia-
tion from sample to sample, in thin adjacent layers of
different modal mineral content, and from grain to grain
within a thin section. The grain to grain variation is less
pronounced in chromitites than in peridotites, in some
of which it is extensive. This variation was most likely
caused by reequilibration with adjacent silicates during
cooling.

With the possible exception of the Miyamori Complex,
all the examples of exsolved, coexisting spinel-magnetite
pairs referred to in this paper occur in rocks that have
undergone medium- to high-grade metamorphism. Ther-
mobarometric calculations of coexisting pyroxenes and
other phases suggest that silicates in the Chilas complex
finally equilibrated at -800 "C, 5-7.5 kbar. Whether these
estimates suggest granulite-facies prograde metamor-
phism (cf. Jan and Howie, 1980) or blocking tempera-
tures during cooling of an immense igneous body can be
debated. Nevertheless, a comparison with the experimen-
tal data of Turnock and Eugster (1962) suggests that the
Chilas spinels may have exsolved over a wide range of
temperatures from >700 oC to as low as 500 oC or even
less. A temperature range of650-570 rc is independently
suggested by application of the chromium spinel-olivine
geothermometer of Engi (1983) and Sack and Ghiorso
(1991) to a few chromitites that contain homogeneous
spinel. A similar cooling range (>800 to <600 "C) was
suggested for the Fiskenaesset and Miyamori Complexes
(Steele et al., 197 7 ; Ozawa, 1 983). We conclude that slow
cooling from magmatic or granulite facies temperatures
led to exsolution of the originally homogeneous spinels,
presumably in several stages over a wide range of tem-
perature.

Several workers (e.g., Irvine, 1967;Thayer, 1970; Oza-
wa, 1983) have suggested that spinel compositions can
be used as petrogenetic indicators. Dick and Bullen (1984)
classified spinels into different tectonic settings on the
basis of Cr'. Because of the likely subsolidus composi-
tional changes, we are cautious about using the Chilas
spinels for petrogenetic and petrotectonic purposes. Nev-

Roc[E
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ertheless, an overwhelming majority of the analyses (ac-
cessory as well as segregated) have Cr' below 60 (with the
exception of the exsolved magnetite), and this groups them
with type I complexes of Dick and Bullen (1984), which
originated in midocean ridges or back-arc basins. How-
ever, the remarkably complete ranges (0-100) of Cr'and
Fe3*' in the Chilas spinels are similar to those of island
arc rocks in the Lesser Antilles and Aleutian Islands (Ar-
culus, 1978; Arculus and Wills, 1980; Conrad and Kay,
1984; DeBari et al., 1987). An island arc origin of the
Chilas complex is already established on the basis of its
close association, in space and time, with arc-related rocks,
silicate composition, and whole-rock geochemistry (Jan
and Howie, 1980, 1982; Khan et al., 1989).
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